## Quick review of app & kernel
- **5**: Very complete
- **4**: Missing a few details
- **3**: Missing some major aspect
- **2**: Rather vague
- **1**: Not given

## Description of enhancement
- **5**: Very complete
- **4**: Missing a few details
- **3**: Missing some major aspect
- **2**: Rather vague
- **1**: Not given

## Description of data sets used
- **5**: Very complete
- **4**: Missing a few details
- **3**: Missing some major aspect
- **2**: Rather vague
- **1**: Not given

## Implementation & complexity
- **5**: Very complete
- **4**: Missing a few details
- **3**: Missing some major aspect
- **2**: Rather vague
- **1**: Not given

## Scaling results
- **5**: Very complete
- **4**: Missing a few details
- **3**: Missing some major aspect
- **2**: Rather vague
- **1**: Not given

## Lessons Learned
- **5**: Very complete
- **4**: Missing a few details
- **3**: Missing some major aspect
- **2**: Rather vague
- **1**: Not given

## Presentation time
- **5**: Way too long
- **4**: A bit long
- **3**: Just right
- **2**: A bit short
- **1**: Significantly too short

## Overall presentation
- **5**: Way too much detail
- **4**: A bit much detail
- **3**: Just right
- **2**: A bit light on detail
- **1**: Significantly missing in detail

## Speaking rate
- **5**: Way too fast
- **4**: A bit fast
- **3**: Just right
- **2**: A bit too slow
- **1**: Significantly too slow

## Comments